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About This Content

Hannibal: Terror of Rome offers a comprehensive level of detail and historical accuracy. This is a true simulation that puts you
in the place of the main commanders of the Ancient World. You’re in charge of building, managing, organizing and

maneuvering armies, whilst taking into account the economic, military and political situation. And do not forget that other
factions are following their own interests and are likely to join conflicts or take benefits from the wars you will wage.

This expansion is particularly focused on the smaller states and tribes (Capua, Taranto, Macedonia, Numidia, Syracuse, and
Gallic and Hispanic tribes) which were key allies to the biggest factions vying for supremacy in multiple theaters of operations.

Using the successful and well-know AGE engine, Hannibal: Terror of Romeis a turn-based strategy game with one turn
corresponding to one month. The map depicts the Western part of the Mediterranean with the cities, mines, roads, fortifications,

realms and tribes of this period.

There are hundreds of historical leaders, units, options, events (hypothetical or real), and five campaigns from 230 to 201 BC
that ensure hundreds of hours of gameplay in the solo or PBEM multiplayer modes.

This expansion of Alea Jacta Est features the following scenarios:

The First Illyrian War (230-228 BC) sees Rome opposing the aggressive Illyrian pirates and the Greek cities of the South
in the Adriatic Sea. To contain the pirates activity, military forces were sent by the Achaean League and even Rome. For
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the first time the Roman consuls focus on the East.

The Cisalpine War (225-222 BC) confronts Rome with a ferocious Celtic tribe. It’s time for revenge as these Gallic
warriors sacked Rome in 390 BC.

The Second Punic War (219-201 BC) is a major campaign that started even before the clash between Rome and
Carthage; when Roman legions fight in the Second Illyrian War, and Carthage finishes its conquest of Hispania…

Cannae (216-201 BC) begins with panic in the Roman army after its catastrophic defeat at the Battle of Cannae. The
scenario starts with the withdrawal of Syracuse, Capua and Taranto from the war in Italy. The situation is critical!

Scipio Africanus (211-201 BC) narrates the Spanish campaigns of the best Roman general of the war, and his final fight
against Hannibal in Africa.
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alea jacta est hannibal terror of rome

TRASH - Buggy , No missions, repetitvie, etc..

The only good thing about this is that it's only $.99 , although still a waste of money.

TRASH. This game is so dang cool! I bought a flight stick just for it. It ran great on my system, although the cutscene audio
sometimes got desynced. If you're a starwars fan or a fan of flightsims, this is a great balance. Complicated enough to make you
feel like a real pilot in the rebel alliance, who knows your X-Wing inside and out. But not so complex to be frustrating. I
normally don't like flight sims, but this was perfect for me. The dialogue and story is great and makes you feel like everything
you do is working towards making the alliance stronger. I cannot recommend this game enough. I still go back to it sometimes to
experience the thrills. There has never been a proper sequel, and the space combat of modern Star Wars games just doesn't
compare.. Really well done soundtrack, fits characters perfectly. Title track " Lost Romance" a standout. Decent "Bomberman"
clone with official servers from all regions.. This game sat in my Library as I waited for its continuation... which leads me to my
negative review. Although I enjoyed what I played, I really can\u2019t recommend this game until \u201cAct 2\u201d comes
along. There were a lot of positives, including the atmosphere, humorous dialogue, a good story with fairly good characters, cool
surreal dream sequences, and the Shove Ha'Penny mini-game that (I guess since it was tweaked) was a lot of fun.

The negatives though outweighed all those for me. The control was very fiddly and picky, so you had to repeat a lot of
actions\/dialogue because you didn\u2019t click the precise pixel. Also the timing of the arm wrestling was really irritating,
much more than the ha\u2019penny game. I could overlook all that but not the frustration of being left hanging without any
resolution of the plot - especially since it\u2019s a murder mystery! So as interesting as it was, it became just a pointless time-
waster.. Quality art, some decent puzzles, and some nice dialogue.
Even though the voice actor for horace sounds like he's recording inside of an echo chamber.

Can't go wrong with buying an xgen game.

7/10
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Fun game, I really like it.. Still very early in development, can't wait to see what they have in store for a campaign or challenges
or new features.
Made terrible spaceship out of random space junk, crashed into asteroids and died almost immediately.
Still need some help to understand the controls but that will probably be worked out with a tutorial eventually.. This game was
definitely a step back in the right direction. I've been playing the Emily games basically forever and there have been a few
(namely The Miracle of Life) that seemed to lose sight of what these games are all about, which is cooking! In the game
mentioned above, both Emily and cooking were rare sights and I couldn't even finish it, I got so bored. I had little hope for this
one being any better but was pleasantly surprised.
While they still didn't bring back the adjustable difficulty settings, I really enjoyed how hard the game could be sometimes but I
can see how this would be disappointing and frustrating to those looking for a more relaxed game. This one is more challenging,
but also more engaging, than the previous Miracle of Life. I hope they stay on this track!. can anyone help or is anyone else
getting this problem everytime i open up thre game and it loads in the menu i cant click any options and when i click left or right
with my mouse it takes me back to desktop ? or settings i have to force close the game everytime is there a fix ?. First
impression was very good. The jet pack game play felt fun kind of like having a plane on you at all times.
You can use your jetpack to juke directions in combat. The sniper rifle I picked up came with a scope and range finder.. This is
your standard platformer however springing from wall to wall or jumping higher are dependent on a trigger you hold down to
speed your ninja up as long as you've collected enough coffee cups thorugh the level (game over when you run out of caffiene)

Gameplay is pretty bad in a new way that I haven't seen bad and since the hyperdrive gimmick turns SHN into a runner it entails
memorizing level layouts and where exactly to stand before activating your hyperdrive less you head off in the wrong direction
or over the side of a ledge

It reminded very much trying to play something like Dukes of Hazard Barnbusters with a crippled lethargic ninja, instead of the
General Lee, in a broom closet
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=keQPZ9g0fvY. This thing is more of a Sailing sim than a game.

* Interesting philosophy that makes you think (for two seconds) about what is going on in their bland uninteresting world
* Overpriced.
*♥♥♥♥♥♥sailing that strech out the duration of the game with meaningless wait
* Repititive NPCs.
* Confusingly♥♥♥♥♥♥ you'll be collecting things that you don't even know for no reason, and even after finishing the game I
still don't know what the hell was I collecting.
* Fitting Sound Track.

Because there is little to no content a dragon burns everything you bought several times (with no clear way to fight back) just to
make you grind for money *which is boring to do*.

Good for a free to play flash game.
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